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Backtrack ... by Kathi lsserman 
Seniority wins; students lose 
Chnsty Minger reported In the October issue 
about the student protest of the Lakeview 
principal transfer. 
Now the South Shore photography students 
are angry and are protesting. They lost their 
photography teacher, Ms. Carolyn Petry, by a 
transfer. Their photography program, con-
sidered the "largest and most successful 
program in the city's schools," will be closed 
out for lack of a teacher who is qualified to 
teach photography. 
An illegal transfer was made because Petry, 
who has the lowest seniority, was not trans-
ferred . The teacher who was transferred was 
allowed to come back after a court ruling. The 
Chicago Teachers Union contract states that 
the teacher with the lowest seniority must be 
transferred . 
According to Leonard Thompson, one of 
Petry 's students, t~ey will fight it. "Petry's 
good , and we don't want someone who doesn't 
know anything about photography," he said . 
Teen 
In one of our summer 
workshop newspapers, Right 
of Way, staff writer Michelle . 
Banks told readers that the 
Chicago Public Education 
Project will train students free 
of charge, so they can defend 
other students' rights in 
different situations. 
Gangs • 1 n · 
' gangs out 
The August New Expression carried an 
article about the South-Side non-violent social 
clubs, which seem to be replacing gangs. 
Now Chicago Magazine in its October Issue 
investigates the new gangs of the North Side. 
These are white and Latino gangs with 
"hardcore members" in almost every North 
Side neighborhood. 
Gangbanging is still popular "to protect 
themselves and white rights." 
"Yeah murder is wrong-when it happens to 
a white boy. I never feel bad about hurting a 
Rican because I know he'd do worse to me If he 
had the chance ... ," said one Altgeld Jousters 
gang member. 
This article is worth reading. 
The advocacy training will 
begin November 5 for ten to 15 
students who will be admitted 
on a first come basis to each 
training period. The total 
training period taught by 
lawyers and law students Is 
eight hours, lastin-g for two or 
three Saturdays. 
New TV channel 
The CPEP hopes that after 
the training, students will be 
able to act as lawyers In 
schools for legal Issues s.uch 
as freedom of the press, 
student fees , expulsion, 
suspension , and school 
records and helping students 
defend their rights. 
If you can't get into this 
session , don't worry because 
the sessions will be repeated 
throughout the school year. 
You can obtain an application 
by writing Chicago Public 
Education Project, American 
Friends Service Committee, 
407 S. Dearborn , Chicago, 
60605. 
In the last Issue we 
described the new Youth 
Television Council being 
developed by Youth Com-
munication. The first meeting 
of the Council attracted 17 
teens from Unity, St. Ann, 
Lane Tech, Corliss, Curie, 
Lindblom, Whitney Young, 
South Shore and Circle 
Campus. 
The next meeting is 
scheduled for Oct. 25 at 4 
p.m . If you 're Interested but 
haven't been able to make 
these preliminary meetings, 
call Vicki Hickey at 663-0543. 
The Council will deal with the 
Chicago television stat ions 
and try to assist student 
television productions . 
, - ' Letters to the Editor 
. 
Encouragement! 
I happened to see and read 
your publication (Right of 
Way) the other day and was 
very Impressed with Its 
purpose, Its content and the 
quality of the writing . 
As Princeton University's 
representative in Chicago, I 
would like you and the other 
student members of your staff 
to apply to Princeton for 
admission and scholarships. 
Students with your courage, 
talent and devotion to high 
ideals should be the kind of 
student any fine university 
would seek out. 
Dennis Bonelereak 
Supervisor for the Illinois 
Department of Children 
and Family Services 
Editor's Note: "The Right of 
Way" was written by teens of 
the Youth Communication 
Center as part of the summer 
journalism workshop. It dealt 
with students' rights concern-
Ing suspension. 
New Expression: Demand is 
greater than the supply 
Transfer Trouble? 
It would be very Interesting 
to know how much it costs to 
bus students all over the city. 
We have had too many requests for New Expression. At 
this time we can afford to print only 40,000 copies . When 
we have more advertising , we will be able to ~ncrease the 
number of schools and the number of copies in each 
Schools now receiving New Expression 
school. 
If you'd like to place your school on the waiting list or 
increase the number of copies in your school , please call 
our Circulation Department (663-0543). 
North Amundsen St. Mel/ Providence South Shore Oak Park/ River Forest 
Wells Whitney Young Academy of Our Lady Forest View 
Cathedral Wal ler Curie Bowen Rolling Meadows 
St Gregory c.v.s. Niles East 
Immaculata West I Central South Phillips Morton 
Clemente Corliss 
Lakeview Metro Unity Carver Youth Centers 
Francis Parker Lucy Flower Simeon Mendel 
Steinmetz Jones Commercial Robeson Percy J ullan Emerson House 
Von Steuben Westinghouse Lindblom Youth Network Council 
Roosevelt Manley Harlan Suburban Youth Guidance 
St Scholastica Harrison Gage Park Gads Hill Center 
Lane Tech Benito Juarez Calumet Lyons Township Chicago Boys Clubs 
Community Farragut Morgan Park Riverside/ Brookfield 
You may start by contacting 
Mr. Emil Garippo at the 
Chicago Board of Education , 
who is in charge of sending 
out the checks to all the 
schools In advance to pay for 
permissive transfer students . 
He can give you a figure that 
would be real enlightening to 
all tax payers of the city oi 
Chicago. 
Anonymous 
Editor's Note : We called 
Mr. Garippo seven times , and 
he never seemed to be In his 
office. 
We did find some figures 
for you . In 1975 operating 
expenses for each Chicago 
Public high school student 
was $1,405 , and for a 
vocational h lgh school, 
$1,616. For a permissive 
transfer student it would be 
$.70 more a day for 180 days. 
So the taxpayers are paying an 
additional $126 for 599 high 
school transfers . In-
terestingly, though, Oak 
Park/River Forest High 
School's operating expense 
for each student was $2,362 
for 1976-77. So the transfers' 
search for better schools Is 
still $700 short of the near 
suburbs. 
Broken Homes don't 
by Felicia Willis 
with Amy Weber 
of the Project Step-Up program at 
Roosevelt, "People make broad 
generalizations about teens from 
broken homes. If a teacher finds 
that a student is having trouble 
with his schoolwork, she will 
suspect that he is from a broken 
home. It's just an obvious thing 
to suspect. But if a teacher finds 




" It still spins in my mind the 
t imes my father used to hit my 
mother, and then I feel good 
about the divorce. I didn't want to 
see my parents break up, but I 
knew it was the best thing." Kim 
Moore's parents have been 
divorced for eigl)t years. 
Kim is one of 2,520,000 minors 
in this country who are living out 
their parents' divorce. Increas-
ingly, they are thought of as "kids 
from broken tiomes." And in-
creasingly, many of these teens 
feel that they are a new group that 
needs to fight prejudice about 
who they are and what divorce 
has done to them. 
According to Lynn Baumhardt, 
that the student's family is in to find the cause of the student's variations of how a teen deals 
tact, she will have to look harder problem. There are as many with his parents' divorce as there 
I 
f[j 
New youth advocate 
Speaking out for teens 
by Enid Vazquez 
Evette Zells is your defender. 
For the first time in U.S. 
history a youth advocate has 
been appointed by a state 
governor to' speak on behalf of 
children and teens. It's a one-of-
Its-kind job. 
Governor Thompson decided 
that youth agencies in Illinois 
needed the help of someone who 
could pool information about 
youth and help the agencies 
make decisions. He appointed 
39-year-old Evette Zells . 
Evette seems to be aware of the 
problems that affect teens. She's 
expecially concerned about the 
drop-out rate and the problems of 
runaways. She feels that more 
reliable community hotlines and 
other services such as mental 
health centers are needed to give 
teens help when they need it. 
Evett!$ also feels that there is a 
great need tor birth control 
education among teens. She 
would like to see high schools 
teach students about con-
traceptives. 
She wants the laws concerning 
marijuana to be decriminalized . 
She feels the present laws 
concerning marijuana are too 
harsh . 
When her job began , Evette's 
first goal was to set up a com-
mittee of people who work in 
youth agencies. She explained 
that agencies don 't tal_k to Ol)e 
another and so they don ' \ 
cooperate on solving problems. 
Her goal was delayed because 
she's been busy with press in-
terviews and TV filming. 
One method she uses to bring 
about change Is to discuss her 
ideas with Governor Thompson . 
She sees him about once a week. 
If the governor agrees that a 
change is needed , he discusses 
the plan with the head of the 
agency involved . And , of course, 
Thompson is in a good position 
to implement changes. 
Evette can also speak for 
herself. She is constantly 
meeting with officials from all 
over Illinois to suggest changes. 
Their discussions will lead to the 
drafting of bills which will be sent 
to the Illinois Senate. 
Passing a bill is a lengthy 
process . However, when teens 
with serious problems call Evette 
she can refer them to someone 
who can give them immediate 
help. She hopes that teens will 
continue communications with 
her so that she can be sure that 
they get the help that they want . 
Evette urges teens to call her at 
793-2096. 
Current ly, Evette's staff 
consists of herself and her 
secretary . But she is positive that 
when she needs a larger staff , 
she'll be able to get it Until then , 
she says she'll con tinue to meet 
people and speak out fo r the 
rights o f youth. 
---------- --- .. - 4 ---
Art by Paula Eubanks; photo by Michael Caldwell 
are within any sterotyped group. 
This sterotype (broken home 
teens) Isn't insignificant, but it 
can be dangerous." 
Father Dick Murphy of the 
Catholic Family Counseling 
Service disagrees. He says "More 
of the feeling of being sterotyped 
comes from the teens them-
selves. They feel guilty because 
they feel they should have done 
something to help their parents 
stay together." 
Father Murphy thinks it is good 
if the whole family sees a 
counselor inc I uding the parent 
who is absent. "It's good to talk 
these feelings out ," he said. 
Myrnie Stevens, 16, Is a 
member of that sterotyped group. 
She presumes society expects 
her to be hostile and act like she 
needs a father. " I'm supposed to 
act like I have no discipline," she 
said. " Divorce showed me that I 
have to be independent. Men 
aren 't nothing. You have to be 
choosey about who you plan to 
marry ," Myrnie said . " I wouldn 't 
change divorce processes if I 
could. If it is a long and hard 
process , it wi l l give the couple 
time to decide if it is really wha• 
they want to do." 
''You can't expect what you had 
before ," she believes . " Yo u 
should get along with your 
parents because they are going 
through a lot. Learn to take more 
responsibilities ," she suggested 
Annete Britt doesn't think 
society expects her to be any 
different, although people tend to 
think she is spoiled or very 
strictly brought up. 
"The divorce didn't really hurt 
me because if I needed my father 
I would just call ," she explained . 
She feels her father's attitude 
toward her has not changed. "He 
still thinks of me as his pride and 
joy. " 
Tom Jones (name withheld) 
found that things were cool after 
the divorce. "We moved out; I 
made new friends, " he explained. 
Tom feels that the divorce helped 
to make him independent and 
able to live a better life. 
But he also thinks divorce 
hearings should be shorter and 
children should choose who they 
want to live with . According to 
Illinois State Law, after 13 years 
old, a child can choose who he 
wants to live with . 
One 15-year-old girl in-
terviewed found it hard to see he. 
parents fighting over money. 
Delores thinks divorce processes 
should be less money orientated 
She thinks more reasons should 
be given in order to be granted a 
divorce. 
''My parents were married tor 
about 12 years before my father's 
psychologist advised him to get a 
divorce. The court pretty much 
took that for granted ," said 
Delores . 
Delores recalls that after the 
divorce she found it hard to leave 
her home and friends, but she 
adjusted . She couldn't spend a~ 
much money as she used to. A 
the teens interviewed mentlonf 
that money got tighter for the 
after the divorce. 
"Everyone thinks you wil l b 
wei rd and belong to a gang o 
something or else they pity yot 
and that makes you pity you• 
self" 
Delores concluded that dlvon 
'1/iCi ims shouldn 't take everylhtr 
that 1S said In court seriou::r 
because il will pass __ 
4 NEW EXPRESSION 
Two top student leaders compare 
The school superintendents In 
Philadelphia will say to the student 
union leaders, "If you keep the 
members of your organization quiet 
and don't make any trouble for me this 
year, we'll see to It that for the next 
four years you'll be In a good college 
and you'll nver have to pay for lt. If the 
Student Union has a problem, don't go 
before the Board with the lights and 
cameras, where everyone In the city 
will know your problem. Call me and 
tell me the problem, and I'll solve lt." 
That's what Dale Grundy, 19, former 
Director of Philadelphia's Student 
Union sees happening In Philadelphia, 
where high school students have won 
real power. 
Dale joined Mark Christian, one of 
the three Chicago students on the City 
Wide Advisory Council (CWAC), In an 
Inter-city exchange on the Issue of 
student power. The following excepts 
are edited from their conversation. A 
representative of Youth Com-
mun.lcatlon asked the questions. 
Y .C. : What kind of pow,er do student 
councils have? 
Dale: (Philadelphia) If I'm the 
president at a school and something 
rubs me the wrong way, as leader of 
that student body, I have the 'power to 
stand before those students and say, 
'stay out until I tell you to come back,' 
and they will do that. 
Y.C: How many student leaders have 
that kind of Inti uence? 
Dale: I think the majority of them have 
that kind of influence. 
Y.C.: In Chicago? 
Mark: I would say there aren't that 
many that have that type of power. In 
Chicago, maybe it's unique, a lot of 
different schools have a lot of different 
degrees of power. The school I come 
from (Percy Julian) has one kind of 
system , CVS has a senior boy's 
council, a girls' council, a student 
council and another council so, 
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Dale: In Philadelphra we have an open 
door policy between the Student 
Union and the Superintendent. Rarely 
does a principal get to meet with the 
Superintendent. The principals fear 
the threat of the student presidents 
going over their heads. Therefore, 
there's often a high degree of cooper-
ation . But once the student presidents 
got this power, they crippled the 
whole Student Union. 
The Superintendent would send 
lrmosines to pick up the student 
presidents and take them to meetings. 
This was a way to play with the in-
dividual student politican When you 
can play with the leader, you have no 
problem with the membership. 
Y.C.: Does Chicago have any all city 
power like this? 
Mark: The only city-wide organization 
is Chicago District Student Councils. I 
don't have enough information about 
District to really know what they do 
They do meet with Dr. Hannon 
regularly. In Chicago it Is not typical 
for students to see a District 
Superintendent. But when you say 
that students in Philadelphia had so 
much power that the District 
Superintendent felt he had to passlfy 
them, that sounds Interesting. I don't 
know if we would really want such 
power. Of course, as long as it gets 
done, it gets done. You get results. 
Y.C.: What do you hope your group 
(CWAC) can accomplish and what role 
do you think the three students on the 
committee can play? 
MARK: The City-Wide Advisory 
Council has been in effect since June. 
Thus far we've just begun the job of 
putting together a plan. We had to 
take time because when the Board of 
Education gave Dr. Welling the okay to 
start the Advisory Council it took time 
to elect all the members. 
.When the citywide advisory council 
concept was first thought of, students 
were not in the plan. The Chicago 
District Student Council worked for at 
least a month or two to get students 
on the Committee. 
There's also one subcommittee that 
students around the city are urged to 
· join, the Student Advisory Committee. 
i think this group will really give us the 
power to say exactly what students 
want in desegregation . Students from 
around the city are brought together in-
this one group concerned with 
desegregation and desegregation 
only. · 
Students are welcome to attend on 
Oct. 31, 4 p.m. at 160 W. Wendell at 
the corner of Oak and LaSalle. 
Y.C.: . Do you .have any reaction to 
what Mark explained compared to 
what . has happened with 'student 
organization in Philadelphia? 
Dale: In Philadelphia the students 
have excluded themselves from any 
decisions on desegregation . The 
reason is that black students and 
white students have totally different 
views on the subject. 
The Philadelphia public schools are 
sixty per cent black, therefore, the 
make-up of the union is sixty : forty 
racially. · 
Even though the Union law says that 
the majority wins, this was the one 
time when the executive committee 
chose not to take a position because it 
was clear who the majority was. 
There was no middle position so 
they did not publically come out with a 
position. 
Y.C. : Mark, do you like the idea of the 
forum that exist in Philadelphia for 
students? 
Mark: Yes, from the information I 
gathered from Dale during this 
discussion, it sounds like a good idea. 
Whether the Philadelphia-type power 
could be transferred to Chicago 
District is something that I don't 
know, but I'd really like to see. 
I think there is a need for students 
to have more of an impact on the 
decisions that concern students 
beyond just desegregation. 
NEW EXPRESSION 5 
Reporter records recruiters' hustle 
by Johhny Vaughn 
I am the son of a career army 
man. As long as I can remember, 
he's impressed me with the 
advantages of army life. 
For him, enlisting at sixteen 
during the Korean War and 
retiring twenty years later as a 
sergeant first class was an ideal 
situation: 
During two of his twenty years 
he acted as a recruiter, and so he 
has a lot of stories about 
teenaged recruits and why they 
joi:1 the army. He believes that 
teens who enlist are usually 
fugitives looking for a way out of 
trouble or runaways from family 
problems or school drop outs 
looking for a pay check. 
With that sense of what 
recruiters expect of teens, I set 
out to find out what teens can 
expect of recruiters. I presented 
myself to three separate 
recruiters as an eighteen-year-old 
senior. I told them I really needed 
a job. I told them I was confused 
and needed some money to keep 
going. 
Officer Adolphus Garmon, an 
army recruiter at 8318 S. Ashland, 
smiled at my story. "How are 
your grades in school?" he asked. 
"Pretty good." 
He told me about the benefits I 
would receive If I joined now. He 
explained the ways of ranking in 
the army as soon as I joined. 
"Well, look here, Johhny," he 
said, "you're a very intelligent 
young man. You can see that you 
need the army more than the 
army needs you. How much are 
you making now? 
"Two-thirty an hour at the car 
wash." 
"The army can double that 
amount as soon as you join." 
I explained that I wasn't too 
sure about joining. I told him I 
just wanted to think. 
"By the time you're finished 
thinking , the army will have 
found someone else." 
I told him I'd have to ask my 
Runner re/ects scholarshiP.~-
by Kathl lsserman 
Robert Berry, 19, has a serious 
love affair. So serious that he 
turned down 15 track scholar-
ships to stay in Chicago to be 
with Tracey. 
Tracey was born with cerebral 
palsy and cannot walk. "I always 
do for her. We're very close," he 
said. She is Robert's 13 year-old 
sister. 
Robert v_.tas a champion runner 
at Harlan. In his sophomore and 
senior year he competed in the 
State Meet. In 1976 his high 
school coach, Gerald Richards, 
started using his connections to 
get full tuition scholarships for 
Robert. Eventually he had offers 
from Ohio State, Arizona State, 
and Brown University. Instead, he 
will attend Wright College in 
Chicago, so he can stay with 
Tracey. 
Robert still runs, but not 
competitively. "Track took me 
away from home a lot. I spent a 
lot of time practicing. I was away 
from Tracey, and she really 
missed me," he said. 
He felt a strong need to help 
children other than his sister who 
are also handicapped. So, for the 
past six summers he has worked 
at the Jane A. Neal School, a 
special school for the han-
dicapped. For the last three he 
has been paid through CETA. 
Before that, he volunteered. 
He is referred to as the 
"handyman" at Neal because he 
had so many different jobs. He 
worked In the clerical office, took 
the children on field trips to the 
zoo, the museums, and helped 
them to learn to walk. 
"If th43 children can't walk or 
"""'dlf' <hemselve's, It's a good 
-
I 
Robert Berry helps Tracey ride her three wheel bicycle. Photo by 
James Dodson 
feeling when I know that I can 
help them. I can help them do 
that little thing that they couldn't 
do before," Robert explained, a 
note of pride in his voice. 
Robert feels like a "big 
brother" to the children at Neal. 
"They come to me to talk about 
their problems-parents not 
understanding them, teachers, 
girls," he said. 
According to Carol Hudson, 
head of the Physical Therapy 
Department and summer school 
coordinator at Neal, Robert is 
very sensitive to the needs of 
these special children." He lets 
them do things by themselves," 
she said. "Robert's an ex-
ceptional person. He's willing to 
do anything and everything." 
"These kids like to do things on 
their own or ask for help them-
selves. They don't like people 
always jumping up to help them," 
Robert explained. 
He does "jump up to help" 
Tracey though. "She Is very 
dependent on all of us. We're 
trying to get her away from being 
dependent. I can't help but do for 
someone who can't do for her-
self," he said . 
"I'm trying to make her realize 
that I have my life, and I won't be 
around always. When I leave her, 
I will leave her in the frame of 
mind that she can do for herself." 
Robert "definitely" wants to 
become a physical therapist, but 
not right away. First he would 
like to work as a paramedic, so he 
can earn money to start a 
physical therapy clinic. 
He understands that " this Is a 
decision made mainly from the 
heart." But then, that's the way 
with love affairs. 
mother first before I made a derstand. . 
decision. "Johnny, you're Again I told him that I needed 
eighteen now," he insisted. time to think. This time the 
"You're old enough to make a recruiter agreed with me and told 
decision for yourself . Right?" me to come back when I wanted 
"Well, I guess so, but I need to. His only sales line: "We need 
time to think." smart men in the Navy who want 
"You go home and come back a career." 
tomorrow, and we'll talk more. I ended my trials with the 
Oh , and remember, Johnny, recruiters confused. But I had a 
Uncle Sam's watching over you." better sense of what I needed to 
The next day I took the in- know. I checked my experience 
vestigation a step further by en- with some current members of 
taring !he Air Force Recruiting the armed forces , and they ap-
Office at 700 W. Union Ave. I met proved of the following list of 
Sergeant Drake, who told me that Recruiter Check Points : 
the army wasn't the place for me. 1) Ask about term of duty. 
It was the Air Force. 2) Ask about promotions. 
He talked about the great Air 3) Ask about beginning 
Force war heroes and assured me salaries and future salaries. 
that my name could be with · 4) Ask about benefits 
them. I told him, too, that I was (vacations, schooling, special 
confused and needed time to units). 
think. 5) Ask about insurance 
He suggested as I was leaving coverage. 
that I come back when things got 6) Ask about college benefits 
clearer and he'd show me some during and after service. 
slides and other materials. 7) Ask about part-time work. 
My last trip was to the Navy 8) Ask about Reserve and 
and Chief Petty Officer Smith at National Guard . 
the recruiting center at 110th and 9) Ask about the enlistment 
Halsted. I was surprised wh~n he contract; take it with you and 
got specific with me · about consider it with a person who's 
benefits. He did what the other experienced with contracts. 
two had not done; he showed me I don't know whether my father 
a void enlistment contract to was careful when he approached 
study. He also explained the recruiter in 1955. But then , 
programs and requirements the world, the army and teens 
slowly enough for me to un- have changed a lot since then. 
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Teens as well as adults 
are often the victims of 
consumer fraud. To warn 
against these schemes, the 
New York Consumer 
Protection Center is cir-
culating a series of comic 
books illustrating the 
causes and effects of 
consumer fraud . 
"The Door-to-Door 
Career Con" is a comic 
book dealing with a high-
pressure salesman from a 
fictional computer In-
stitute . The salesman 
fleeces people of 
thousands of dollars by 
promising them jobs after 
training. 
Copies are available (25 
cents each) from the 
Consumer Law Training 
Center, New York Law 
School, 51 Worth Street, 
New York 10013 
New paperback reference 
books 
Although they probably 
won't replace en-
cyclopedias, the new 
Bantam paperback version 
of Britannica Is a first in 
Inexpensive reference sets. 
By the fall of 1978, Bantam 
will publish a special 
paperback series for high 
scllOOI students . Each 
book will be footnoted so 
that readers who wish to 
learn more about the 
subject can find a fuller 
explanati0"-1 m the En-
cyclopaedia Britannica. 
Confused about college? 
Counselors from over 
300 colleges will be on 
deck to help students 
narrow down their search at 
the 1977 Chicago College 
Fair, Nov. 18 and 19. The 
Fair will be held this year at 
a new location-the Expo 
Center, 350 N. Orleans, 
across from the Mer-
chandise Mart on Friday 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 
6 p.m. to 10 p.m: and on 
Saturday from 1 0 to 4. 
There's no admission fee. 
The individual coun-
seling and career in-
formation center at the fair 
is planned to answer 
questions concerning 
fi nanclal aid, entrance 
requirements, majors and 
careers. Representives 
from the American College 
Testing Program and the 
College Entrance 
Examination Board will 
discuss admissions testing 
and dates. 
Super Science Show 
"Previews of Progress," 
General Motors' 40-minute 
demonstration of current 
and furturistic scientific 
technology, is available to 
schools and other groups 
in the Chicago area. 
The show features 
presentations on the solar 
moon river, a talking 
computer and a platform 
.that floats in air. 
All demonstrations are 
explained in non-technical 
'language. 
The only requirement for 
booking is an audience of 
at least 200. The staging 
set-up requires two 110 volt 
outlets Write to General 
Motors Public Relations, 
500 W. Michigan Ave., 
Chicago, 60611 . 
Teen wage earners face u 
by Brian Miller 
Half of the Chicago high 
school students surveyed by New 
Expression said they favor the 
recent Increase in the minimum 
wage. But many of them were 
opposed to the Increase only 
because they believe higher 
wages would eliminate their jobs. 
The rising cost of living was 
most frequently mentioned as a 
reason for supporting the in-
crease In the minimum wage from 
$2.30 to· $2.65. That Increase 
goes Into effect on January 1. 
Most of the 50 students surveyed 
work part time, and one said, 
"With the short hours and 
(minimum wage salaries), you do 
not have enough money to do 
what you want to do." 
Some of the reasons given for 
working were: extra money, 
Independence from asking the 
family for certain things, helping 
with family expenses and con-
tributing to college savings. 
Another reason given for 
favoring the Increase was that, 
"Teenagers work as hard as 
adults. (Hard-working) people 
deserve to earn more money than 
$2.30." 
Most of those opposed to the 
increase thought higher wages 
would mean fewer jobs for teens. 
"Some money Is better than 
none," said one student, and 
another said, "Teens need to 
develoR more responsibility for 
themselves and If they never work 
until they are over 18, they will 
never be introduced to having to 
be somewhere every day for pay." 
Fewer jobs Slso might result in 
a higher crime rate. "Teens will 
have more time to get Into 
trouble," said a student. But one 
person had a positive view of the 
possible loss of jobs, saying, "It 
would motivate teens to finish 
school." 
Another opinion expressed was 
that, since the minimum wage 
has bee~ Increased, there will be 
more teens in the job market. And 
one fear is that some teens might 
even drop out of school to take 
advantage of the higher wages. 
Most teen-agers who were 
Use this dollar 
surveyed are 17 years old, have 
been employed at least twice In 
their teen life and are employed 
during the summer by the city. 
The most common city job for 
Employers must be reminded that adults are not the only ones affected 
Old laws prevent 1977 Youth t 
by Cliff Chenfeld 
Every day, thousands of 
Chicago area high school 
students attend work-study 
programs In banking, clerical 
and medical occupations to apply 
what they have learned as interns 
to an actual working situation. 
But for students who are In-
interested In occupations like 
trucking, die-making or loading, 
no work-study programs are 
available. 
Why are there work-study 
programs for some occupations 
and not for others? 
Mining, loading and trucking 
are among seventeen jobs 
· defined by the United States 
Child Labor Laws as hazardous 
occupations. Youth under 
eighteen are prohibited from 
being employed in them. They are 
also deprived of receiving any 
practical experience through 
work-study programs and ap-
prenticeships until they are 
eighteen. 
The hazardous occupations 
are: 
1. Manufacturing or storing 
explosives . 
2. Driving a motor-vehicle and 
being an outside helper. 
3. Coal mininc 
4. Logging and sawmilling. 
5. Power-driven wood-working 
machines . 
6. Exposure to radioactive sub-
stances. 
7. ·Power-driven hoisting appa-
ratus. 
8. Power-driven metal-forming, 
punching and shearing 
macntnes. 
9. Mining, other than coal-
mining. 
10. Slaughtering or meat packing , 
pr~cesslng or rendering . 
11 . Power-driven paper product 
machines. 
12. Power-driven bakery ma-
chines. 
13. Manufacturing brick, tile and 
related products . 
14. Power-driven circular saws, 
band saws and guillotine shears. 
15. Wrecking, demolition and 
ship-breaking operation . 
16. Roofing operations. 
17. Excavation operations. 
For every one of those listings 
there are as many as five jobs that 
come under Its classification. 
"We are talking about a lot more 
than seventeen jobs," said 
Leonard Day, Manager of Labor 
Relations for the ISSC (Illinois 
State Chamber of Commerce). 
Many Important U.S. child 
labor laws were originally passed 
in the midst of the depression to 
protect children from being 
overworked or deprived of an 
education. While working under 
these "hazardous conditions" 
children were confronted by 
dangerous machinery, over-
crowded situations and often 
careless and insensitive em-
ployers on a daily basis. The laws 
were a necessity at the time of 
their passage for they insured 
educational opportunities for a 
generation of Americans who 
normally didn't make it through 
high school They marked the end 
of mass child labor abuse, but 
many of the reasons for their 
passage no longer exist. 
"The old law was passed forty 
years ago for reasons that don't 
aoolv today," Day explained . 
"Th~ Ql.d laws were passed to give 
children coverage against being 
overworked or being injured on 
the job, but today kids are 
covered for that ." 
Today's workplaces are much 
safer then during the Depression. 
In 1912, 21 workers per every 
Photo by Nona Paramore 
100,000 .died by accidental death 
on the job, but today that figure 
is down to six. 
In 1977 there are also limits to 
the amount of hours youth can 
work, and coverage is provided in 
case of an accident on the job. 
This wasn 't the case ·in 1932. 
"Why can't a kid come into a 
factory and learn?'' asks a 
frustrated Frank McGroder, 
Manager of Manpower 
Development at the A.B. Dick 
Company . "The major problem 
with teen-age employment is the 
laws that restrict age entry. 
During high school, students 
should have an opportunity to 
experience some occupations 
that they are interested ln. Why is 
their only experience in Me-
Donalds 9r a grocery store? The 
law violates educational op-
portunities." 
McGroder has unsuccessfully 
tried to set up a realistic work-
study program at A.B . Dick. "We 
can't even let them (youth under 
eighteen) on the factory floor 
because they are in the "en-
vironment" of machinery and 
chemicals." He blames another 
American Institution, schools. 
"Not one teacher has been In here 
In nine years to Inquire about 
potential educational oppor-
tunities even though they have 
been Invited. Business and 
education haven't worked 
together on this and that is unfor-
tunate because the students have 
to cross that bridge between 
school and business and it is a 
weak bridge. The problem starts 
with education and business. The 
third problem Is the law. It Is a 
triangle.'' 
Gary Hubbard, Public 
Relations man for the U.S. steel 
workers, works on the gther side 
of that "weak bridge." "For moral 
reasons our union wouldn't 
encourage young people to repeal 
the law. That would be very 
foolish . You don't want to put 
young people where they arc In 
dangerous locations.'' 
Len Day disagrees. ''I think a 
sixteen or seventeen-year-old 
could certainly work in a factory 
or other hazardous locations 
. today. But the federal law doesn't 
even permit them on the floor. 
The old thought that you are not 
mature enough at this age Is 
ridiculous. The machinery is 
inspected and safer. Young 
people grow up faster today. 
They are subject to broader 
learning experiences.'' 
Apparently, reforming this 
section of the U.S. Child Labor 
Law has not been a primary 
concern in the minds of the U.S. 
legislators. "There has been no 
recent legislation on this Issue, 
none at all," said Day . 
Only the U.S. Congress has the 
power to repeal tpis law. All 
concerned should write their 
congressman and senator. 
Letters may also be addressed to 
OSHA and the Dept of Wage and 
Labor Standards Division both at 
430 S. Dearborn in Chicago. 
pay 




ot employed by the 
are also affected. 
city, some were truck drivers, 
stock boys, fast food clerks and 
cashiers. 
There were an equal number of 
male and females employed 
during the summer, on a full -time 
or part-time basis. 
Many teens working for private 
businesses were angry about 
unequal working conditions. A 
complaint of half of those not 
employed by the city was that 
their employers had asked them 
to work overtime without com-
pensation. 
In a personal interview outside 
the survey, Charlotte Doyle, an 
employee at McDonald's fast 
food restaurant at 79th and 
Hoyne, said , "The teen em-
ployees work the afternoon shift 
and whef\ we get to work, all the 
mess that was made by the adult 
workers during the day has to be 
cleaned up by the teen workers. 
To clean up all the later mess, 
they have to stay at least half an 
hour after hours, and they are not 
paid overtime." 
Wayne Demartra , an ex-
employee at the A.A. Donnelly 
Corporation , said that he was 
paid well while working there for 
four months. But , he felt he was 
given the so-called dirty jobs 
which adult employees in his 
position did not have to do. 
Unlike Charlotte and Wayne, 
Lorraine Tate, an employee of the 
Army Recru iting Office on 83d 
and Ashland, said she Is treated 
like an adult on her job. 
employment service . . .. 
How do you feel about E.R.A.? 
By Julie H•rl110n at Immaculata High School Photographs by Paula Eubanks 
Dawn White: 
Women are In no 
way Inferior to 
men. Therefore, 
women should be 
able to get jobs 
with pay equal to 
that of men 
holding the same 
positions. 
YveHe Walder: I 
feel that people 
should be In-
formed on what 
E. A.A . stands tor. 
Many people 
believe that the 
measures might 
be too drastic. 
Photo by Peter Tregillus. 
Ingrid Adler: I'm 
for E.R.A. 
because men and 
women are equal 
and should be 
treated so. 
Raphael Perrin : 
E. A.A. does not 
really affect my 
life. Bot h sexes 
are equal and 
should have equal 
opportunity to 
become what evet 
they wish. 
Lauren Biggs : I 
am tor E.R.A. 
However, I am 
hypocritical 
because I per-
sonally don 't care 
for st renuous 
work. 
Andree Brum-
field : I agree with 
E. A.A. If a woman 






new youth jobs 
The new CETA bill passed by certain income, like the summer 
congress in August will provide CETA program, to qualify 
about 6200 new jobs for teens in The new CETA Programs In 
the Chicago area before the end Chicago are being handled b.y 
of this year. These jobs are the Mayor's Office of Manpower. 
supposed to run through the According to the Office, there will 
summer and into September. be three new CETA developments 
Seven agencies will be em- and the possibility of a fourth In 
ploying teens for these new CETA which teens can earn money and 
Jobs: The Archdiocese of learn a skill. 
Chicago, Chicago Board of Ed., Two programs will be set to 
Chicago Alliance of Business , provide employes for hospitals 
Chicago City Colleges, Chicago and daycare centers. One will 
Department of Human Services, only employ dropouts and high 
C.H.A. and the Y.M.C.A. school graduates. The other will 
Accordi ng to a representative employ any teen who Is eligible. 
of the Labor Dept., "The new· A special program Is being 
minimum wage for these jobs will developed for teens living in the 
Increase from $2.30 to $2.65 In C.H.A. housing areas. 
January if President Carter signs The one undetermlne<;i program 
the new minimum wage law ." would Involve youths between 
Teen~ must be 16 and under a the ages of 16 through 23 who 
would work in parks, national 
forest, and recreation areas and 
live outside the city. 
et a teen find a job for you! The jobs should begin before Jan. 1. Watch your newspaper for more Information. Applications will probably be available at 
urban progress centers that 
handled summer CETA job ap-
plications. t Cowley 
~ombs is in business 
bs for high school 
She too, Is a teen 
with a unique em-
service called the 
School Coalititon's 
ployment Service. 
16 months of 
, the agency has 
>re than 1 00 jobs for 
area h 1gh school 
Linda is quick to 
that applicants for 
bs must live in 
area and that they 
e to be 1n school . 
oalitlon has found 
babysl tters, stock-
cashiers an d 
rs. The teen staff 
th e emp loyment 
were getting paid 
C.E.T.A. over the 
but now they are 
ing their time to 
the service. 
When the agency started in 
June - of 1976, about 25 
teenagers came in fo r jobs. 
"They told us what type of job 
they were looking for and why 
they wanted to work," Marvin 
Nava explained. "Some said 
they just needed a job, others 
said their parents said, "get 
one!"' 
Within a few months the 
agency was going wild, and 
the teens stopped coming. 
Only seven of 25 actually got 
the jobs they found through 
the service. Some who got 
jobs were fired. "The 
problems wi th the teens were 
that they were not fil l ing out 
applications right. They were 
going to work late or not 
showing up," Linda sa1d. They 
came back to the agency to 
comp lai n . " We got the 
blame," said Marvin. "They 
shouldn't expect to get the job 
JUSt like that." 
Linda, -Marvin and another 
worker, Keith Bannister , 
started to hold workshops to 
remedy the problem . They 
called t hem " j ob.-coach ing 
workshops," held two days a 
week and two hours a day. In 
these workshops job ap-
plicants first learn how to fill 
out an applicat ion and get 
general tips on the art of 
getting a job. Then they have a 
~elf-examination where the 
student tries to realize what 
he has to offer to an employer 
and to develop a realistic 
outlook about the jobs he can 
handle. 
The third stage is to learn 
interview skills. Linda says 
"Most teens participat ing In 
the job coaching workshops 
are now able to get jobs and 
keep them." "The workshops 
have Improved the way they 
..go In for a job," she believes. 
Now five out of seven 
students get jobs through the 
agency. 
The parents in Lakeview 
wanted to get involved in the 
agency. Some wanted to he I p 
the students choose jobs and 
fill out applications. But the 
teens at the agency don't 
want them to get Involved. 
Marvin says, "Let them get 
their own employment 
agency." 
The businessmen in the 
area are helping out, and the 
unemployment rate among 
teens is going down . For 
those who are interested in 
starting a teen employment 
serv1ce near their school, 
Linda encourages teens to 
talk with community leaders 
in the neighborhood to help 
find a part of an office that an ' 
employment service could 
work out of. Linda and Marvin 
will be pleased to help others 
get started. The staff would 
need a phone, desks and an 
office to work out of. Call 
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8 NEW EXr"JRESSION 
Dear Amy: 
'School holidays are killing me' 
-Butch 
Dear Amy: Can New Expressions do 
something to eliminate set-tool 
holidays? Those three-day weekends 
are killing me. 
Butch Filmore 
When I read Butch's letter, I knew 
that such a troubled teen must have 
quite a story to tell. So I gave him a 
call. 
His voice shook as he tned to keep 
from blubbering. "Look, you gotta do 
something ... fast! Veteran's Day is 
coming up and I. .I don't think I can 
take it!" 
"Please calm down," I said, "and 
tell me how this all started." 
What follows is the story Butch told 
me. 
It was first period, on the Friday 
before a three-day weekend~ The 
following Monday was Columbus Day. 
Butch could only think about how 
wonderful that weekend would be. 
Butch 's English teacher was 
diagramming sentences. Butch was 
grinning. What could go wrong with a 
weekend full of things he loved to do? 
"Since you have an overabundance 
of extra time on your hands this 
weekend, I'm going to give you a 
special assignment which combines 
grammar and literature. I want you to 
diagram every sentence in "Macbeth." 
This will be due Tuesday." The bell 
rang. 
Next, Butch told me about his gym 
class. His teacher, the football coach , 
made a few comments about the 
class's athletic progress. "You're all 
failing!" he told them. He went on to 
call his students clutzes and morons. 
The bell rang . Butch lingered in the 
gym. "Coach Patton ... " 
"Whadayawant?" 
"I'd like to know what I can do to 
pass gym," Butch asked . 
He shoved a carton of candy bars 1n 
each of Butch's thm arms. Sell these 
for the football team. I want the money 
on Tuesday." 
Minutes 'ater, Butch's history 
teacher was saying, "Since I see from 
my pi< nbook that we are three 
chapter behind, I want you to read 
the next hree chapters this weekend 
and writ~ an essay on the causes of 
the Civil War. · 
"That's another thing I don't un-
derstand," Butch nearly sobbed. "He 
sa1d we were three chapters behind. 
Behmd what?" 
Next, Butch explained what hap-
pened in his math class. "On your last 
exam, quite a number of you, I'd say 
three or four, did not have the correct 
definition of an equilateral triangle," 
Butch's teacher began. "By Tuesday 
you will all know what an equilateral 
triangle is. I want you to draw sixty 
equilateral triangles, e!'lch a different 
size, each on a separate piece of 
paper." 
"I know what an equilateral triangle 
is," Butch told me. ' I didn't get it 
wrong on the test. Now all I can see is 
equilateral triangles, equilateral 
triangles. Even when I close my eyes, 
all I can see ... " 
"Please, Butch. Try to relax and 
finish the story, " I said. So he con-
tinued. 
Butch ran into his track coach in the 
hall. "You'll be there Monday morning, 
won't you?" the coach asked cheer-
fully . 
"Monday morning?" 
"Yeah. We're running from eight to 
one. I know yo.u'll be there. You're one 
of the guys who really cares about 
staying on the team." 
As soon as Butch got home, he 
started his homework. By supper, he 
had diagraMmed the first act of 
Macbeth. 
After he ate, he diagrammed 
another act, twenty equilateral 
triangles, and read a chapter in his 
history book. By that time it was 
11:30. Butch went to bed , with visions 
of horses galloping in his head. 
Butch awoke at 8 and had drawn ten 
more triangles by 9:30 when his dad 
came into his room. "We need you to 
help us clean the basement." 
"But Dad! I made plans for today. 
Pete and I are going horseback-
riding." 
"Aren't you off school on Monday?" 
"Yeah, sort of ... " 
"Well I'm not. So you can help us 
todc;y." They headed for the 
base111ent. 
Butch called Pete and told him 
they'd have to go Monday. He spent 
the rest of the day sorting old junk and 
sweeping. 
When he finished, he realized there 
was no way he could go to a movie, do 
his homework, sell candy bars, go 
horseback-riding and to a party all in 
one weekend, even if It was a won-
derful three-day weekend with an 
That's Entert·ainment 
Movies 
A Piece of the Action (* • • •) If you 
really dig violence, this is the film you 
don't want to see, even though the 
storyline is about two con men who 
knock off a credit bureau and a large 
syndicate organization. Bill Cosby Is 
as funny as ever in this black version 
of "The Sting." 
"Oh, God"(* • ••) A very funny movie 
with a very serious message: God 
gave us everything we need to make 
the world work . 
The movie is especially funny If your 
sense of humor was shaped from an 
early age by Carl Reiner's "Dick Van 
Dyke Show." Carl Reiner produced 
"Oh, God!" He hasn't lost his touch. 
George Bums portrays God with a 
calm. wise humor and sensitivi ty. 
John Denver is perfect as a non-
believer who IS nervous, but inspired 
to convince the world he's talked to 
God. 
Believers and non-believers will find 
this movie, at the very least, en-
tertaining 
Allegro Non Troppo (• • .. ) Like 
"Fantasia" this Italian film Is a series 
of animated stories which have been 
set to classical music . But it's better 
than "Fantasia" because the music 
moves perfectly with the rhythm on 
the screen. 
The animation shows a great use of 
colors. The objects fade In and out 
changing into other things. It's a feast 
for the eyes. 
This movie is sad in parts, but 
mostly funny, in a Monty Python way. 
You will wish it would go on and on. 
You Light Up My Life (•) The plot Is 
stupid because 1t's so predictable. The 
characters are also predictable 
because they are so shallow. 
However, you may like the song well 
enough to save the movie for you. 
Television 
It's a real pity. There's so much that 
is good about the Redd Foxx Show 
that you really want to like it. 
Naturally, it revolves about Redd 
Foxx, one of the all-time success 
stories in television who came from 
the junk yard to a full hour variety 
show in a few years . 
I get the impression that ABC gave 
Foxx this show and sa1d, "Just give us 
a hit." With a big budget, a big ad-
vertising campaign, and big name 
guest stars, he had all the ingredients 
for a hit. Well , maybe. 
Somehow there just Isn't that 
freshness and spark that was so 
appealing and comical in Sandford 
and Son. The material In the comedy 
routines and skits is good, but I felt 
that Foxx was uncomfortable with it. 
The show has potential. As soon as 
Foxx and his writing staff become 
accustomed to each other, I see great 
things for It Give it time; this show 
will soon take off. 
The San Pedro Beach Bums Is 
probably the most stereotype-filled 
show of the new season. It Is basically 
about a bunch of teenage boys of 
varying ages, races, colors and 
religious backgrounds. That may 
sound a bit windy but the producers 
make efforts to point out at every 
chance that they are showing how kids 
of all races and religions can be 
rotten, sneaky and cute. 
Maybe what struck me wrong about 
this show is that it is so obvious in its 
attempt to relate to every viewer. The 
show has no real plot. Most of the 
action is a matter of letting the boys 
just be boys. The whole concept really 
bugs me. 
The lou Grant Show turned out to 
be quite a surprise to me. I began 
watching it expecting to see a con-
tinuation of the Lou Grant character 
made famous on the defunct Mary 
Tyler Moore Show. On that show 
Grant was a grumpy but lovable news 
producer. On the new show, he's 
neither grumpy nor lovable. He's a 
hard working, down to earth 
newsman. 
The show develops interest by 
exploring the different news gathering 
techniques and the personal conflicts 
that occur as Grant runs the city room . 
The show is well acted and once you 
get used to Grant not being Mary Tyler 
Moore's boss, it Is very entertaining. 
Logan's Run Is one of two science 
fiction shows on television now, and 
for that reason only, I have to like it. 
The show Is based on the ridiculous 
overabundance of extra time, so 
called Sharon. 
She didn't make it any easier 
answering the phone, "Oh, Butch! I 
had a lousy day! I'm dying to go ou 
Butch told her there was no way 
could go out that night. " How abc 
Tuesday night?" 
"No. Thank-you ." 
" Wanna buy a candy bar?'' 
Click. 
Butch did twenty more triangl 
read another history chapter, and W• 
to bed . Before he fell asleep, . 
mother told him , "You knc 
tomorrow's your cousin Bruno's blr 
day . We're going to his house 
celebrate." 
"But Mom! My homework! 1 
football games! " Butch gasped. 
"Your cousin has a television ~ 
And you can bring your homeworl 
you have to . But really, Butch! It' 
three-day weekend!" 
And with that comforting thoug 
Butch eventually fell asleep. 
When he woke up on Monday, 
knew how his day would be spent. 
horseback-riding. No party. Sell 
candy. Diagramming "Macbet 
Writing about the Civil War. 
Pete called. " Hey, cowboy. 
ready to go?" 
"look, Pete, I can't go today. 
got too much to do." 
"Great! Now who can I get to 
with me?" 
Butch thought a second. "Well, · 
could take Sharon ... " 
"Thanks, Butch! That's a g1 
Idea!" 
Butch wasn't so sure about tl 
"They're seeing a lot of each other,' 
told me, "I still don't understand 
Civil War I didn't make the track tE 
and everything looks like a trian 
School holidays are killing me!" 
by Enid Vasquez, Ron Harris, 
Johnny Vaughn, Amy Weber, 
Paula Eubanks and 
Anna Perez-Palaez 
flight of Logan and his girl friend 
escape the forces that must ellmi 
all people over 30 years old. It 
corny, but it gets to be fun· as the t• 
on-the-run meet, and, of cout 
overcome tremendous obstacles. 
' 
Books 
Oliver's Story is a sequel to L• 
Story, and in many ways a m 
touching story. Now on his 01 
Oliver struggles to overcome 
painful memories of his dead bri 
Gennie. 
He meets someone new, but 
budding romance tests his loyaltie* 
his liberal ideas. His new lover 
terribly rich. He doesn t like the 1 
she makes her living, but he 
definitely in love. 
Oliver's Story is a story of desire 
belief. The reader will discover hov. 
deals with the struggle ultimately. 
an excellent sequel to a good ba 
Unfortunately, the book Is not ye 
paper back. 
Ordinary People Is a recent t 
seller about a teenager's succes 
comeback from attempted sulc 
Conrad Jarrett is not an ordir 
teen on the outside. (He comes fro 
wealthy home in Lake Forest 
maintains a straight "A" average.) 
the problems he has inside are sh< 
by many teens. He is unable 
communicate with his parents the 
he wants to. He has guilt feelings. 
feels unpopular and finds it hard t< 
at ease around girls. So he o 
achieves In school to make up for 
other "defects." 
Conrad puts so much pressure 
himself that he decides he'd rather 
than go on. Then he falls at suicidE 
living out his second life he fine 
real solution to his problems. 
Teen readers should sympatlze • 
Conrad, and they may find clue~ 
themselves. (Ballantine $2.95) 
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In our opinion: 
No more 'Put up or shut up' 
GE'T PAID 
FOR CLEANING UP 
AFTER CLOSING .'?f 
Although voluntary busing is a 
ig teen issue, we at New Ex-
ression feel that teen job ex-
loitation is even more important. 
~ark wtll be a life-long experience 
x most of us. Why do we have to 
tart with a sour taste in our 
10Uth? 
Our investigations convince us 
1at some forms of injustice to 
~ns on-the-job are common 
lace. The following are em-
loyment procedures that usually 
xloit teens: 
1. Employers do not give 
mployees a schedule. 
2. Employers who do agree with 
employees on a schedule then 
demand extra hours. 
3. Employees are not given 
enough hours on a given day to 
make it worth much more than 
their transportation costs. 
4. Employees are fired for not 
working more hours than they 
agreed to. 
5. Employers are fired at regular 
intervals in order to avoid required 
raises, manufacturing flimsy 
reasons for firing . 
6. Employers do not give oral or 
written reasons for firing. 
Why does this go on? For one 
thing, employers know that most 
teens will not voice their opinion 
about their job in fear that they 
might be fired. A teen's depen-
dence on any kind of a job today is 
well known to employers. 
We talked with one set of teen·s 
who go job hunting everyday, 
waiting to hear those five words, 
"There may be an opening," in-
stead of the, "Don't call us, we'll 
call you" line. The other set, who 
have jobs, are trying to maintain 
YOU WILL 
WORK M~ HOURS .... 
OR 
£L5£ ~!! 
theirs, even 1t it means giving up 
those two or three days that they 
thought they had off, to be called 
in to replace a fellow worker who 
only called in sick an hour before 
he was due to work. 
Our first jobs are bound to in-
fluence our attitude toward work 
and our future jobs. So we at New 
Expression suggest three courses 
of action for teens who are working 
under these conditions. 
1. · "\ company employs a 
majorllf of teens, the teens could 
organize a committee to discuss 
and analyze a strategy to approach 
the employer with issues that 
distrub the employees and affect 
the smooth operation of the 
company. Tell the employer that 
this is not a threat; but it is the 
position of a group of young adults 
who want to improve their working 
conditions. 
2. If meetings and discussions 
don't Improve conditions, organize 
a boycott. If this is a place where 
teens usually eat or socialize, . 
organize an official day for teens to 
WE ALL HAO 
UP. RAISES COM lNG 
I DON'T KNOW 
VIER£ WHY WE 
-FIRED!?! 
boycott. 
3. Send letters with examples of 
injustice with specific names and 
places to Rep. Frank Thompson, 
Jr., Labor and Management 
Relations Committee, U.S. House 
of Representatives, Washington, 
D.C. or Rep. John Dent, Labor 
Standards Committee, also of the 
House of Representatives. 
· For teens who are not employed 
now, don't wait until It's too late. 
Start now to help other teen so that 
working conditions will be better. 
The choice between a sweet and 
sour tast of working is partly in the 
hands of the employee. 
Chicago-It's eighth period at Lindblom T b ( • · I · ) 
:ech, and I'm having a quiz next period in 0 e In c ass gebra, a quiz that I haven't studied for. . · 
lhat will I do? I don't want to fail the quiz. 
have a better idea. If I cut 9th period, I ' 
ROLLING MEADOWS-Ditching-
suburban students do it, but few are 
concerned about it. Why? Perhaps 
because the enforcement of attendahce 
regulations .varies so greatly from one 
.ain a whole extra day to study for the· t t b .u~~· which I cal") easily make-up the next 0 r no 0 e 
'(ou may wonder how I can get away 
ith something like this. Actually, it's a 
1irly ea:'y thing to .do. 
The major. factors in a successful cut 
:m1 classes at Lindblom Tech. are: (1) 
•aluatlng the strictness of the teacher 
ose.class you cut, (2) choosing a safe 
~iod to cut, (3) and maintaining a good 
putation as a student in that class. 
Th~ major factor in an unsucessful cut 
)m class is a three-day suspension. 
The three day suspension is a scare 
ctic rather than a punishment. It's 
trtalnly overkill. If missing a class is a 
ime, then how come the punishment is 
~lng denied 30 more c1asses. 
Evidently teachers don't feel that hlgh-
:hool-level teens are mature enough to 
ake their own decisions on what at a 
uticular time is more important for them. 
we are not expected to have the ability to 
ake clear and intelligent decisions by our 
nior or senior year, then what about 
>liege. By that time teens are shoved 
om a high school society where they are 
!nied choice into one that requires that 
ey must usually make their own 
~isions. I feel that the penalty for 
Jtting class should be removed, and 




by Erlc-Scotte Bradshaw 
by Sue Quinlan 
teacher to another. · 
To obtain an admit, the student reports 
to the dean, who contacts a parent. If the 
parent states that he was aware of the 
absence, the dean will issue an excused 
admit . However, if the parent says 
otherwise, the student receives an 
unexcused admit. The penalty for an 
"unexcused" is one hour of detention for 
each class missed. 
If this sounds like enough to give a 
, person migraine headaches, walt. There is 
more. 
Teachers add their own systems. Some 
teachers deduct points and refuse to allow 
a student to complete missed work. 
Others ignore the whole policy and don't 
even require an admit if the student Is not 
excused. 
This inconsistency In the enforcement 
of rules can be very confusing to students. 
How can they possibly learn to respect 
laws when those who should enforce them 
don't? 
Perhaps a solution would be to abandon 
the present attendance system and allow 
students to miss clas-s whenever they 
please. Unfortunately , this Utopian 
system has drawbacks. The majority of 
high school students do not have the 
maturity to decide when it is important to 
attend class. Most do not have the drive to 
cover the necessary material on their own. 
For now. I believe attendance policies 
should be enforced-evenly by all 
teachers. Perhaps the establishment of a 
consistent routine would at least make 
students less aubious of rules and 
authority. 
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Queen for a homecoming 
by Paula Eubanks 
It's fall again . School is well In 
session; football players are 
squashing through the mud, and 
homecoming queens are being 
nomInated -everywhere. 
Almost every high school in 
Chicagoland is carrying out this 
traditional business of selecting 
homecoming queens. 
No matter if the high s'chool is 
an all-girl school, there must be a 
homecoming queen! Longwood , 
a Catholic girls school on the 
southside, makes up for the ab-
sence of a male voting per-
suasion by holding a lottery 
among all the girls and their 
dates at the Homecoming dance. 
The couple picked out of the hat 
reigns. 
Why have a Homecoming 
Queen? Why not a barn dance or 
a Star Wars costume party? 
Felicia Willis, a Longwood 
student, raised her eyebrows at 
the thought. "We've always had a 
queen! " 
Simeon chooses their queen in 
~yst~~~h On;o;i~l i~o~~~~~t~~ Corliss' queen laurann Johnson. Photo by James Dodson. 
each division to represent that votes walks away with the crown. because "It's fun, and you can 
division in the big school-wide Johnny Vaughn says his find out who your rriends are. 
election The Qirl with the most school carries on this 'tradition You don't have to have good 
ERA, why? 
grades or anything . All that 
queen does is get crowned ." 
Fred Robinson of Highland 
Park High School on the North 
Shore says that at his school the 
crowning of a senior 
homecoming queen "has to do 
with tradition or something. ·· 
Another suburban school , 
Rolling Meadows, elects a senior 
girl as queen during another 
sacred ritual , Spirit Week . 
Throughout this week the senior 
class nomiates girls and guys for 
queen and king. Queen-hopefuls 
present speeches at the school 
assembly to prove their 
qualifications to rule . In a follow-
up assembly , the winner is an-
nounced as a final testimony to 
spirit. 
Calumet's procedures are 
almost identical to Rolling 
Meadow except that at Calumet 
the nominees are required to sell 
themselves. They must sell raffle 
tickets as votes, which produces 
the top ten finalists and then the 
students vote. Whoever hustles 
the most tickets is the winner. 
Calumet also has a fashion show 
type affair ... "Here she comes, 
our homecoming queen!" 
Why do they continue the 
tradition? Students at Lane Tech 
say "It's to honor pretty girls and 
to keep tradition ." A student at 
Sullivan says that having queens 
are "f un, tradition and a 
popularity contest " 
Who can argue with trad1tlon? 
When the world is falling apart 
around us we hold up our 
traditions. Even 1n high schools 
like Community Alternative where 
there are only thirty students, 
fourteen of which are girls, the 
tradition was maintained. 
Their school is two years old. 
Forest Cowley explains that they 
had a queen last year because "all 
the big high schools have them. 
Anyway we need the queen on the 
cheerleader's squad because 
there are only two other girls on 
it. This year we couldn't get any 
other school to play us for 
homecoming so we're not going 
to have a queen." One school 
breaks the tradition! 
Four years ago, the University 
of Chicago needed a 
homecoming queen so 
desperately, they voted in a 
refrigerator. She needed help 
promenading around the field. 
She must have been the most 
photographed refigerator on 
campus. 
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN! 
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by Debbie Royce 
Will ERA-the 27th proposed 
amendment to the Constitution, 
guaranteeing equal nghts to 
women under the law-ever be 
ratified in Illinois? If the rally of 
one thousand women at Daley 
Plaza, Oct. 15, is any sign, the 
pressure to pass It will come from 
youth. 
Eighty percent of the women 
who turned out for the rally 
seemed to be under 25-years-of-
age. Hundreds of high-spirited 
women were on the scene to 
support Illinois in becoming one 
of the three states needed to pass 
the amendment by 1979. 
College students at the rally 
feel that ERA will help In the job 
issue for their future. High school 
students, while concerned about 
jobs, talked mainly about sports. 
Angela Vega, one of those 
sportswomen, is a senior at 
Whitney Young. She feels that, 
"Women have been discriminated 
against long enough." Angela 
has asked for the right to try out 
·for the football team w1th no 
success. It is her feeling that she 
could play as well as the guys on 
the team. April Lencioni of 
Lakeview didn ' t experience 
discrimination in a contact sport, 
but she wasn't allowed to join the 
archery club because it is con-
sidered too dangerous for 
women. 
Gail Carrol, a college 
sophomore at Circle Campus, 
believes some schools tend to 
guide women into certain roles 
such as housewives, secreataries 
and nurses and not in to such 
jobs as printers or architects. She 
wants ERA to end these kinds of 
attitudes in her adult life. 
ABC'S of teen drinking 
ABC will broadcast a 
special documentary on 
"Teenage Alcoholism" this 
Thursday, Oct. 27 at 9 p.m. 
This is one of the first 
times that a network 
documentary has focused 
exclusively on a youth 
1ssue. Watch Channel 7 for 
a first hand account by teen 
victims of their drinking 
problems. 
Sportin' it for ya 
by Ronald Harris 
e recen Innovation by the Chicago Board of Education 
upposed to be a boom to the physical educat1qn of all the 
ts It IS a total bust. The innovation: co-ed gym. 
e majority of the studen"ts 1nvolved w1th the program feel 
strongly about It Personally, I feel that the 1dea of having a 
~h of g1rls around In my gym class can only lead to 
!ems . 
rls always lead to really radical changes. Already girls have 
•duced clean, white socks and pressed T-shirts. The next 
you know, we'll be creasing our gym shorts! 
e ultimate degradation with co-ed gym comes with the 
ts that I'm now forced to play to accomodate the girls . 
bllng .. badminton ... and volleyball. Uhhh! 
was a time when you could go into a gym and look 
rd to violence and cussing, insults and put downs Now 
do we get? Good manners and courtesy. " Excuse me's 
thank you's." It's like being In church. 
obably the main reason that I resent ha-.;ing girls in my gym 
s Is that they all get to see me make a fool of myself as 1 
onstrate my lack of athletic skills over and over again . How 
a guy preserve his macho Image, when all the girls get to 
first hand just how un-macho he is? 
I the woes, the fears, the humiliations : all because 
-"'"n,,A downtown decided that co-ed gym was the wave of 
future. 
B .. r'a Generoalty 
ring the half time festivities at the Bears-Rams football 
, we witnessed the generosity and benevolen<!e of the 
s' owner and founder, George Halas. In a truly inspiring 
touching act of generosity, Papa Bear Halas donated 
to the Brian Piccolo Cancer Fund While the Initial act 
(probably very admirable, something about the whole thing 
y got to me 
>W can a man be so generous at a big, publicity-shrouded 
t like this, and still permit prices at his Bear football games 
the point where It Is virtually Impossible for any 
ents to go to a game without crashing their piggy bank? 
lalas took notice of the number of teen fans 1n the stands 
e money was being handed over. 
seems to me that if Halas can afford to make such 
tions as thiS, he would be able to offer a student d1scount 
ve a teen night s1mtlar to the White Sox at one oi the 
s . 
ave no criticism for Jhe worthiness of the Bnan P1ccolo 
, but 1 feel that another tribute to Bnan's memory would be 
ow some young fans to enjoy the game that he loved so 
. 
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New Kung Fuers less violent 
by Anthony Moton was the National Karate League 
Champion. 
The 1-tard-nosed football player, Romeo Baranda, a native 
the ta1,, shy boy who shares the Philippi no at Rezln Orr, has been 
same locker with you or the pom- practicing since he was 1 1 -years-
porn girl who lives next door are old. At that time, Romeo was 
all into the martial arts . This active in local karate and kung-fu 
sport-art-phiiosphy is propelling clubs that taught the basics in 
the baby-faced student Into a several martial arts. "I really got 
barefoot , bowmg, would-be black Involved with judo (a style that 
belt. emphasizes holds and throws) 
Nathaniel Smith, 17, a senior at and karate when I saw kung-fu 
Tilden will be going for his black films Now after many years of 
belt in February He has been practice, I'm fmding out the more 
practicing for seven years The art serious aspects of my practice." 
of karate (called kung-fu in China Romeo has been living in the 
and tae-kwon-do in Korea) Is United States for 3 V2 years and 
based on punching and kicking. now \vorks out at Jiu-Jitsu In· 
During these seven years stitute, Inc five times each week. 
Nathan1el has been studying "When you practice in JUdo or 1n 
under the tutelage of J.J Karate any sport you have to be in good 
Ltd , one of the best known physical condition,' he 
schools of karate instruction In remarked . "Later on in your 
the Chicago area . studies you will be able to deal 
"Karate builds a person's mind with the mental side of the art " 
and teaches self-control," Most martial arts instructors 
Nathaniel commented. "It's a · stress self-awareness and 
tough sport, and you have to discipline. These factors are very· 
practice a lot if you want to get important in the teachinc of tl'le 
good Nathan1el trains two different styles , but in general It 
t-ours per day on the average H1s seems that the teenager benef1ts 
tra1nmg has paid off. In 1976 he most from the philosophies of 
olaced first m the men's div1sion the arts . 
·of the Illinois Karate Cham- Tayari easel, world famous 
p1onships and in the same year martial artist , believes that the 
study of martial arts Is most 
valuable during the teen years. 
easel, who Is ranked number one 
among kung-fu stylists In the 
nation, has been practicing for 13 
years He encourages teen 
conditioning, "because a 
teenager Is very impressionable 
and It is during th1s time that a 
student needs to learn about 
moral values. confidence and 
self-discipline." 
Tayari, a master in the art of 
Shao-Lin (shaw-lin), a Northern 
Chinese form of kung-fu, places a 
lot of emphas1s on the 
phllisophicallevel of the art when 
it comes to teaching teens. "You 
learn a lot of things when you 
senously study W1th teens I 
stress :>elf-awareness and self-
control.' 
One of Casel's students, Leslie 
Gordon, a senior at Central Y 
high school especially enjoys 
karate. She says she now ap-
preciates that martial arts are a 
lot more than "learning how to 
keep someone from beat1ng me 
up,, 
-Note : World Fighting Arts Expo 
is Nov. 13 at 5 pm at Dunbar 
Vocational 2900 S . King Dr . 
Door opens for non-school sports 
by Karen Hardaway 
n-school athletic leagues 
1rganlzed sports centers are 
ng the1r· fall program now, 
iOU can be a part of them. 
can get Involved 1n sports 
ties tor no cost or a small 
'hese leagues are organized 
e teens a chance to express 
selves in sports If they don't 
to compete for a school 
or Just don t have the time 
Lrtlc1pate in school sports. 
e are some centers that are 
ng helr fall program and 
j II e you to join them. 
• Bernard Horwich Jewish 
nunlt. Center, 3003 W. 
y, offers an unusual 
mat ion of sports: 
tic broadcasting (Mon., 4-
, d•vmg daredevil s in and 
. _...IUG.,u dlvlng skills (Mon., 
beg gymnastics (Mon., 
: 30), Int. and adv. ~;ym-
;s (Mon. 4 : 45-5 : 30), strato-
football (Mon ., ~ :45-7), 
concitionlng swim (Mon., 
6 :30), sports clintc (Mon ., 
6-7 : 30), adv. life saving (Mon ., 7-
9: 30), table tennis (Tue., 3: 45-5), 
scuba (Wed., 7 : 30-10), tennis 
(Thurs., 4-5), horseback riding 
(Sat., 12:15-2: 30). 
Some groups or activities have 
no mdlcation of a fee, but there is 
registration of $10. If you are 
serious about membership, 
contact Marty Levine at RO 1-
9100. You don't have to be Jewish 
to attend this pragram . 
Scholarships funds provide an 
opportunity for those who are 
unable to pay the fees . 
The Austin YMCA, 501 N. 
Central, Is typical of what the Y's 
In the city offer. Youth Gym-
nastics (Mon & Wed, 3 :30-4 : 30), 
youth swim team (Fri., 5 :00), 
swimming lessons classes meet 
for one hour for an eight-wee 
session ; fish, Improving 
swimming s Ills (Mon., 4 : 45-5), 
flying fish, for adv. sw1mmers 
(Mon., 4 :15-5), and co-ed 
volleyball (8 : 30-10). Note : All 
classes are based on e ght-wee 
sess ons. For a listing of what 
your local Y offers, contact t e 
one nearest you . play and team work. Everybody 10:30-noon), co-ed recreational 
Physical fitness and slimnastic plays. YBA is offered at par· volleyball (Tue & Thurs 8 : 30-10), 
programs are starting up now at ticipating YMCAs. For more Karate (Tues & Thurs 9-10, non-
1 01 parks throughout the c1ty. mformation contact your local members $15.00), an olympic 
The registration fee IS $5. For YMCA weight-lifting course (Mon. & 
more information contact your The northwest suburban Wed . for an e1ght-.week course, 
local park or call 294-2493. YMCA, 300 E. Northwest Hwy., non-memoers S30), Yoga for 
The Chicago Park District's Des Plames, has a fall skill weight control (Wed., 10-11 ur., 
indoor swimming seasons began program that began Sept. 12. 8, session 11 begins Nov. 2, non-
Monday, Oct 17, with an ex- Classes Include Inner tube water members $20 00) 
tens1ve program of recreational polo (Fn., 4 : 45-5 : 30, non- The McFetridge Sports 
and competition swimming for members $16 .50), Youth Kayak Center has 1ce skatmg all year 
persons of all ages. Program (Tues., 6 :30-7 : 15, non- around , mcludmg figure skat-
The 32 oark districts with pools members $16.501, lntroduct1on to 1ng and speed skating F'or 
offer free swimming Instruction synchronized swim (Sat., 9-10, more Information cal· 294-
for teens as well as adults All non-members $6.50), competitive 2200 
pools will be open Mon through archery (Mon., 8 :15-9), co-ed The Meatchem Youth 
Sat. Classes will also be ottereo ping pong tournament. (Sat., 2- Center, 1458 W R7th, has 
In water polo, water ballet, scuba 2: 45, non-members $6.25), and a sports activities such as 
diving and hfesavmg techniQUes skateboarding club (Sat., 2-3). basketoall, baseball, volley-
during the 6-month rndoor For more informatron about what ball and Ice skating. The 
seaso~ For more Information they offer contact them at 296- actl·litles are free and the 
call the park district nearest you 3376. center rs open every day, 
or call 294-2493. The West Suourban YMCA except Sun1ay, from 6:00am 
YBA baske ball for youths is of ers a pnysical f1tness and to 6:30 pm 
the product of NBA players and development center at 31 East If your local Y or park d1stnct 
the YBA. The program Is sup· Ogden Ave., La Grange. Youth lacks a program bemg oHered In 
posed to teach values such as wrestling teams start Nov. 3 wit o her Y's or parks suggest a tdal 
sportsmanship, competition, fair practice {Thurs 5 :30-7pm & Sat program to the dire-::tor. 
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Teen Guide 
To Steppin Out 
The Rubus 
The Rubus Game Room (1160 N: 
State) is billed as the most exciting 
family entertainment center in the 
United States. It is a drastic 
contrast from other places of its 
kind in the Chicago area. 
The plush, clean enviroment 
gives teens a place to lose 
themselves in some of the most 
modern and exciting electronic 
games devised. 
The games in the Rubus include 
everything from Captain Fantastic 
pinball to Dastun 8210 driving 
machines. There's a Jungle Gym, 
Air Hockey, and Sharp shooters 
games. No games exceed 25 cents, 
and if you're lucky, you may get 
listed on the Rubus Hall of Fame 
board. This is a board posted in the 
game room listing the top scores 
ever made on the machines. 
The Rubus pays attention to the 
appearance of their establishment. 
Lavtsh foil-backed wall paper and 
carpeting gives one a "slice of Las 
Vegas." 
Television cameras patrol the 
premi::.es, and strict rules are 
posted in this wonderland of pong. 
Among these rules are: No food, 
110 pets, and no loitering. 
In addition to the clean and 
elaborate surrounding, the Rubus 
also gives excellent service. The 
games and machines are kept 1n 
miraculous working order. If an 
ocassion arrives when a customer 
does lose money in the game, it is 
promptly refunded. 
Party rates are available on the 
upper level. All games in the party 
are free, and a base price is set 
according to the number of people. 
These prices range from $2.50 to 
$3.50 per person. 
The Rubus is open Monday thru 
Thursday from noon to midnight. It 
is open on Frtdays and Saturday 
from noon ti' 2 a.m. It is easily 
accessable by be'th El and bus. To 
get to the Rubus, you could take 
the El to State and Lake, and from 
there take the 36 Broadway bus to 
1100North lheCTA willstopright 
in front of the Rubus. 
So, if you like hunting "big 
game," the Rubus is definitely the 
place to be! 
by Philip Anderson 
Artillery takes 
all kinds of talent. 
The Loop 
Try the Loop (424 W. 95th St.) for 
a roller rink without a lot of crowds 
and with good skating floors : The 
Loop has two skating floors, one 
for tried and tested skaters and 
another for beginners. The disc 
jockey has the latest records, and 
the snack bar offers a variety of 
foods and drinks. The people at the 
Loop are nice and offer good 
service, unlike many roller rinks. 
The Loop is open Monday thru 
Saturday from 8 to 11 p.m. for 
teens 14 and up. There's a mid-
night ramble on Fridays and 
Saturdays and two sessions for all 
ages at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m . on 
Sundays. Admission is $2. The 
skate rental is 50 cents. To arrange 
for parties and group rates you'll 
have to stop in. The telephone 
(483-0095) is a recording that Qlvet 
only basic information. 
Take the Dan Ryan El to 95th St. 
and the 95th St . bus west to 
Stewart. by Charlene Johnson 
Sally's Stage 
Sally's Stage (6330 N. Western) 
is more than a restaurant, It is 
hospitality on wheels. As you enter 
the restaurant, a hostess on roller 
skates waits to seat you. After you 
are seated, another waitress on 
wheels takes your order. 
Sally's Stage has a variety of 
foods, but their speciality is pizza. 
The menu also includes steaks 
seafood, and hamburgers. Th~ 
prices range from $2.75 to $6.95. 
While you're waiting for your 
food, you can watch I ive en. 
tertainment every night on stage. 
One of the shows, which vary each 
night, features a man rising from 
u.nder the stage playing the o 
and asking the audience to sing 
along. Sally's Stage feat u 
make you feel as though you are 
person from the roaring twe 
with lighted mirrors all along the 
walls, plush carpeting and ant lq 
phone booths. 
Sally's Stage is open from 5 til 
12 on Monday thru Thursday, 5 tll 2 
on Friday and Saturday and noon 
til 12 on Sunday. 
To get there you may take the 
Howard El to Loyola, the 155 bus 
going south on Western and walk 
one block south . 
by Pam Cooper 
In Artillcrr. there 1S no such thing~~ "Kcnrucky windage:· No educated guesses, 
JUsl educated J)<:\lfllc. 
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